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Planning to sell? If you’re like most home owners, you’re struggling with a few
questions. After all, you’re about to sell the single biggest asset you’ve ever
bought.

You might have questions like, What’s my home worth? Should I use an agent or
go it alone? What can I do to make my home as attractive as possible? 

And of course, the big one: How do I get the most for my home? 

The best way to start answering those questions is to be informed. 

If I’ve done my job right, then this guide should:  
a) Give you answers to many of those questions and 
b) Make you feel a lot more confident about the whole process. 

And if you still need more information? 
My job is to make things easier – just ask. 
That’s what I’m here for. You can learn more 
about me and my services at the end
of the guide. 

Welcome aboard, 

Jason & Julianne Reynolds
Sales Representatives
Keller Williams Energy Real Estate
Peterborough

8 Steps to 
Becoming an Informed Seller
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Pricing is a real art. 
The biggest factor in determining how quickly your home sells is the
price, and deciding that price is trickier than it seems. It takes
experience and even 1% more for your home can mean thousands to
your bottom line.  

Negotiating is hard. 
Not just hard to do, but it can feel uncomfortable. If you want someone
to negotiate fearlessly on your behalf, you need an agent.   

Marketing is more than MLS. 
To get the most for your home, you need as many buyers interested as
possible. According to REALTOR.com, 82% of real estate sales are the
result of agent contacts.

Showings and paperwork are a pain. 
There’s more to the legal side of a home sale than you might think, and
showing your own home is not only awkward, it can really complicate
your schedule. 

1 Choosing the Best

Agent for the Job

An agent takes away the burden of all these things, and works to get
your home sold for the best price in the fastest time. After all – you’ve
got a life to live!

Most sellers use a real estate agent. You certainly don’t have to, but
there are good reasons why most people still do: 



It’s no easy task, but it’s a critical one.
Pricing your home right the first time results
in more exposure, more showings, more
offers, and ultimately, the highest price for
your home.

First, it is important to understand that only
the market can determine the ultimate
value of your home.  That said, choosing the
optimal list price is essential to maximizing
your home’s value. If you price too low, you
risk not getting as much as you can for your
property, but price too high and you risk
losing potential buyers who may think your
property is out of their price range and you
help your competition sell faster.

2 Price Right 

to Profit More

Setting the price for your home is challenging. Too low, and you leave money on
the table. Too high, and you scare away buyers to other properties. To
complicate all this, your home is an emotional asset—it’s hard to see it
objectively. 

Pricing is something agents spend their careers refining and mastering. They
combine intimate local and national market knowledge, an exhaustive study of
similar homes for sale, and an analysis of past sales to come up with the optimal
list price. And then they combine that with your unique needs to pick a price
that fits you.

Pricing your home right
the first  time results in:

  More Exposure 
  More Showings
  More Offers
  BEST Price



After price, the condition of your home is the single biggest factor
determining how fast—and for how much—your home sells.

REALTORS® repeatedly find that people cannot visualize the potential of a
home. They have to see it. That means that how your home shows now is
how people see themselves in it. They can’t see past the chips, leaks, clutter
and stains—in fact, they tend to focus even more on those things. Luckily,
you can dramatically improve how your home sells with few quick steps: 

Clean – Inside and out. It matters. A lot.
De-clutter – Give it away, throw it away or store it away, but get it out of
your house. 
Make minor repairs – Chipped paint, cracked tiles, squeaky hinges,
leaky faucets – Fix everything you can.
Consider staging – According to the National Association of
REALTORS®, staged homes sell 49% faster, and for 7-11% more money.
Clean again – Really. It’s that important. 

Sound overwhelming? You don’t need to do it overnight. Your agent can
point you to someone who can help, or you can break it down into just one
small task a day. Think of it this way: everything you remove from the house,
clean or repair puts money in your pocket. You’re getting paid to do it!

3 Prepare to Amaze



MLS Listing 
The largest online database of available real
estate.

Video Tour 
A behind-the-scenes, online look at your home
and neighbourhood.

24-Hour Online Ads 
On major online sites from Maketplace to Kijji.

Property Website
Your home’s very own website with all the info a
buyer needs. Online Exposure on nationally
ranked real estate websites such as
yourwebsite.com. 

Proactive Prospecting 
Reaching out directly to people who might be
interested.

Facebook Ads
Targeted Facebook ads to those most likely to
purchase a home like yours. 

Property Brochures 
Great photos, vibrant descriptions in professional
take away form.

Print Marketing 
Print ads, just listed cards and more.

Once you’ve found a price for
your home and put it in
showroom condition, there’s one
more critical piece of the puzzle
before buyers begin flocking in to
see your masterpiece: their
attention. Getting the word out
about your home matters for two
critical reasons. First, buyers
can’t be interested if they don’t
know your home exists. But
more importantly, the more
buyers you have interested in
your home, the higher the
potential sale price, and the
faster the sale. Marketing your
home to the biggest audience
possible takes more than a sign
on the front lawn. The best and
fastest home sales use a
combination of many of the
following:

4
Maximize 

Exposure 

to Buyers



As interest in your home rises, so will interest in seeing the real thing. It’s time
to show off your masterpiece to prospective buyers. A REALTOR® will take
care of almost all of the details, but here are a few tips to maximize the
showing experience. 

You should leave. 
Buyers want to be able to look around and discuss your home candidly. They
won’t be comfortable if you’re there.

Is it inviting?
In addition to the usual tidying, make sure your home is inviting. Turn
up/down the temperature. Leave the lights on. Open the blinds where
appropriate. Leave inside doors open or slightly ajar.

Any Information is good information.
Set additional information that’s helpful—property brochures, floor plans and
contact information.

Flexibility is key.
Be as flexible as you can – try to accommodate the buyer’s schedule.

5 Show it off!



Now this is where things get exciting. You’ve got an offer or maybe two or
three at once! In most cases, your home’s list price won’t be the selling price.
When it comes to settling on that final magic number, you’re going be
negotiating. That’s something your REALTOR® is an expert at, but here are
some key strategies for owners: 
  

And once you agree, the buyer provides a deposit cheque to be held in trust
until the conditions are met. The conditions usually have a set time for
removal and usually include things like an inspection and financing. Once the
conditions are met, the buyer signs a waiver and the deal is firm. If you’ve
completed all these steps, then you are a successful home seller.   

Congratulations!

It’s a conversation. Don’t be offended by low
offers and conditions. No one is forcing you to
accept them. Think of it as a starting point to
have a conversation.

Price isn’t the only thing. You can negotiate
on price, offer conditions, assets in the
home. Don’t get stuck on one thing.
Remember, even 1% more for your home
can mean thousands to your bottom line.

6 Negotiate Like 

a Master

MOMENTUMMOMENTUM
MATTERS. JUSTMATTERS. JUST

THE ACT OFTHE ACT OF
MOVING A DEALMOVING A DEAL

FORWARD HELPSFORWARD HELPS
MAKE THE DEALMAKE THE DEAL

HAPPEN.HAPPEN.



The cheque is in! How much do you get to keep? There are a
number of closing costs to consider.

Legal Fees. Lawyer’s fees vary, but often have structured fees for the
purchase and sale of homes posted on their websites. Sellers pay in the
area of $1000.00 for a lawyer to look after the legal details necessary to
close their home.  

Mortgage Fees. Check with your mortgage lender to determine if any
costs will occur when transferring or releasing your mortgage. There is
sometimes what is referred to as a discharge fee to remove the
mortgage from title that can range from $100 to $250.  

Disbursements. These fees cover additional legal expenses such as
travel, copies, couriers, registration fees and preparing document
transfers. Disbursements can range upwards of $500, but can
sometimes be built into your legal fees. 

Adjustments. It’s difficult for a home seller to calculate exactly how
much money is owed to which utilities on closing day. Your lawyer will
ensure that any overpayments or deficiencies on rents, mortgage
interest, property tax and utility charges will be corrected, and the buyer
and seller will be credited or charged accordingly. 

Moving Costs. Moving costs vary based on location and the amount of
possessions being moved. If you’re moving yourself, you should factor
gas, rental vehicles and moving supplies. 

 
 
 

To estimate your net proceeds, see the worksheet at the end.

7 Calculating Your

Net Proceeds



Feeling more informed? I hope so! There’s a lot to selling a home. If,
after reading this, you feel like you want some help, I'd be happy to
speak with you. I’ll provide you with a complimentary market evaluation
of your home and answer any other questions you have. 

I’ve added some worksheets and other reference material after this
page. I think you’ll find it helpful for becoming even more informed and
getting organized to get the most for your home! 

Sincerely, 

Jason & Julianne Reynolds
Sales Representatives – Keller Williams Energy Real Estate
Peterborough, ON
Cell 705.768.4529 | 705.868.8812
Office 905.723.5944
jason@reynoldsrealestate.ca
julianne@reynoldsrealestate.ca

/teamreynoldsrealestate

@teamreynoldsrealestate

@dealsindreams

8 Book a 

Meeting

www.reynoldsrealestate.ca



Jason Reynolds
Sales Representative| 

Jason was born and raised in the Peterborough area and continues to be
actively engaged in the community which he calls home. Residing in The
City of Peterborough with his wife Julianne and his daughter Avery allows
Jason to enjoy living an active lifestyle, as he loves being 
outdoors with his family and friends.  After completing 
his diploma in International Business at Fleming 
College in 2007 he moved to the GTA for two short 
years, but soon after realized that city life was not 
for him.  In 2009, he returned home and started his
own flooring installation company which he built 
into a very successful and respected business
in Peterborough and surrounding areas.
With his vast experiences, both professionally 
and academically, Jason has built on his 
skills in communication, customer service 
and marketing to provide the focus, drive
and dedication needed to be a successful 
real estate agent. These assets, along 
with his genuine enthusiasm and honest 
approach in dealing with his clients, allow
him to better address the needs and wants 
of his Peterborough and area clientele. It is 
his goal to make buying or selling a home in 
and around Peterborough a successful, 
positive and personal experience.  When you 
work with Jason you’ll receive not only a friendly 
ear to talk to, but also an extremely passionate 
and driven Realtor® who will always have your 
best interests at heart.



 Julianne Reynolds     
 Sales Representative|                   

 
 

Julianne Reynolds grew up in Bancroft, Ontario and moved to
Peterborough over 16 years ago to attend Sir Sandford Fleming
College in the Recreation & Leisure Services program. She proceeded
to work in an upscale, local retirement residence as the Assistant
Activity Director. Julianne and her husband, Jason, welcomed a
beautiful baby girl named Avery in 2015 and she made the decision to
become a stay-at-home mom. Although she loved staying at home
and raising her daughter, she knew that when Avery started school
she wanted to get back into a professional career. You could  say  Real

 Estate “is in her blood” as her father has been 
in the business since  1983 and her 

husband, Jason, is also a Real Estate Sales 
Representative. She grew up working as her 

father’s assistant and from an early age realized 
the passion, dedication and hard work it 

takes to succeed. In her free time, 
Julianne enjoys travelling, spending time 

at her cottage in Bancroft, exploring
 different Lakes on her Seadoo 

and spending time with her family and 
friends. Julianne is professional, 

knowledgeable, caring, trustworthy, 
and fun to be around. She will 

work hard to achieve your goals
 in buying and selling real estate!



Mat Reynolds
Sales Representative |

Born and raised in the Peterborough area, Mat recently moved to
Northumberland County where he will focus his real estate efforts as
part of the Reynolds Real Estate team.  Professionally, Mat has spent
the last 12 years as the Retail Manager of his family’s flooring store in
Peterborough, an experience that has garnered him 
several valuable personal and professional 
relationships with home builders, business 
owners, and other Real Estate Professionals. 
Mat has always been commended on his 
unbeatable dedication to his customers, which is 
something you can expect from him during the
buying and selling process.  Personally, Mat 
has a strong passion for golf and spends 
many hours playing, as well as teaching 
his friends and family.  When not on the 
links you will find Mat hiking, kayaking, 
or camping with his girlfriend, Jessica, 
or playing baseball and hockey with 
his friends.  Sports are a big part of 
Mat’s life, which has enabled him to 
be a valuable member of a team setting.
Whether you’re a first-time home buyer, 
searching for your forever home, or looking 
to sell your property, Mat’s industry knowledge
paired with his commitment to go above and
beyond makes him the perfect choice for all of 
your real estate needs.



Amanda Townsend     
Administrative Coordinator | 
Client Specialist |                  

 
         

Amanda has a passion for people and prides herself in her ability to
easily build relationships on both a professional and personal level.

Her honesty, trustworthiness, and compassion for others and her
community puts Real Estate as her #1 choice of career. 

Though now living in Millbrook, Amanda grew up in 
the North End of Peterborough where her parents 

still reside. In 2013, Amanda became a mom 
when she welcomed a baby boy named Kaleb. 

As a young mom, Amanda worked hard to 
better herself and the community around 

her by volunteering when and where 
she could. Amanda will jump at any 

and all opportunities to give back. 
 

As our Client Specialist, no matter
 which Realtor® you're working 

with at The Reynolds Team, 
Amanda will be one of your

 main points of contact. 
Consider her the glue that 

holds it all together and 
keeps everything running 
like a well-oiled machine!



Andres Gomez
Jason has everything you are looking for when purchasing real state in today’s market. His
negotiations skills capitalized an unbelievable deal when I bought my first home. Jason
answered all my question promptly every time & kept me informed of what was available by
narrowing my search to exactly what fit my needs and wants. Regardless of what time or day
of the week he took the time to show me lots of places. Through the ups and downs Jason
was there to reassure and comfort giving me piece of mind. His honesty and professionalism
truly showed throughout the whole process of buying my wife’s and I first home. When we
needed fast action Jason was the fastest to ensure results. Jason is on pair with technology
which ensures fast action when signing offers or any type of document. I couldn’t ask for a
better representative when doing the biggest purchase of my life so far. I am beyond
thankful and pleased with Jason’s services. Totally recommend him to new home buyers,
family and friends! Thanks again Jason you’ve earned a lifetime client! We are now loving our
new first home right in time for Christmas!! God bless you and your family!

Alexandra Draghici
Jason helped me find my first home, which I love! He is incredibly down to earth,
efficient, emotionally intelligent and made himself available to really help me
locate the home I was looking for. He is also candid and straightforward and
helped me to identify structural issues and concerns when they went over my
head. His emotional intelligence led him to call in a master electrician for me to
identify and explain particular electric features that I do not specialize in. This
gesture, alleviated the tension and fear I was experiencing about the wiring in
my home. It was a game changer for me and allowed me to make an informed
decision and as such move on with my purchase accordingly. I really recommend
Jason, he is excellently skillful at what he does and willing to help at every turn!

A Few Words From our Clients

Mary Theiss
Jason recently helped us find a home in Peterborough. His knowledge of the
local area (well beyond the city boundaries) and extensive network of
contacts helped make our cross-country move go very smoothly (far better
than expected!). Jason is very proactive, professional and very easy to deal
with (which was no small feat given the distance and difference in time
zones in our case). We highly recommend Jason--and look forward to
working with him again in the future!



A Few MORE Words From our Clients
Carlo Bradac
We had a great experience with the Reynolds team. Julianne helped us finding the perfect
home.She has been very flexible with dates and timing of every single inspection we organised
and even offered to drive us when we did not have a way to get to the location. She has been
very patient with all our requests and never pressured us. She really cared we would get what
was right for us. She even went as far as looking for places sold privately that matched our
requirements when we could not find what we wanted on the market.Her care went beyond the
purchasing process. She directed us towards what to do for insurances, utilities, etc. (we are
new to Canada and did not know much about these here). On the day of the move-in, she
sneaked into our soon-to-be new place ahead of us and left us a 'moving day rescue bag' full of
all sort of necessities and goodies!If you are looking for a capable agent that really cares that you
find a new home that is right for you, you should look no further. Thank you so much Julianne!

Lisa Sturge
The Reynolds Team  helped  us find the perfect home in Peterborough
quickly. Julianne was professional, flexible, patient and friendly.  She
worked hard too meet our needs, and never disappointed. Not once did
we stress through the house buying process. I highly recommend using
The Reynolds Team. Ask for Julianne!!!!

Marlene Steele
We contacted Julianne Reynolds from BC when we were planning to move back to
Peterborough. She got a feel for what we wanted and then sent us many possible
listings over several days. Ultimately we came to Peterborough to see the ones that
were most interesting to us. Julianne booked 2 days to show us properties. She was
patient and friendly. At the end of two days we had made our decision and
purchased our new condo. Julianne was very sensitive to our needs and concerns
and worked hard both prior to the purchase and again to assist with closing. We are
very happy in our new home and would not hesitate to recommend Julianne to
anyone searching for their perfect place.
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Calculating Net Proceeds

Less:

Mortgage Balance:

Mortgage Penalty: 
(if applicable)

Interest Per Diem: 
(Interest from last payment
 to date of closing)

Property Tax / Utilities Adjustments:

Real Estate Commission With HST:

Moving Costs:

Other:

Estimated Selling Price

Estimated Net Proceeds of Sale



MLS (Multiple Listing Service)
MLS is the largest online database of available real estate, and it’s where
the majority of people begin their search. This website is accessible by over
39,000 real estate agents in the GTA, each with (on average) four clients
potentially looking for a place just like yours. MLS listings contain complete
and detailed information about the property and full colour images. 

Website Marketing | 123AnyStreet.com 
Your property will be featured prominently on its own personal website
URL and featured on the nationally ranked website, yourwebsite.com,
along with several other prominent real estate sites that combined garner
over 300,000 hits per month. Our online marketing strategy gives your
listing the best possible exposure to the most potential buyers worldwide.  

Proactive Prospecting
There are only two ways to find a buyer. You can wait for them to find you,
or you can proactively go out and find them! We do both, and that means
far more potential buyers for you and your home.

Viewing Feedback
You will receive real-time feedback directly to your e-mail inbox from all
agents who take their clients through your property. You can log into the
secure system to view past and pending appointments, as well as read the
reviews. We analyze all feedback and continually tweak your listing for
maximum appeal.

Our Proven Multi-Media

Marketing System



iGuide Virtual Tours
In a sea of competitive listings, iGuide gives potential buyers a behind-the-
scenes look at your neighbourhood and home without having to leave
their couch. Your custom tour will be uploaded to its own website, and to
YouTube, where hundreds of potential buyers have viewing access 24/7.
This is an invaluable tool for today’s tech savvy, educated consumer. 

Property Brochures
Breathtaking photos and vibrant descriptions make up your customized
home brochure, designed as a memorable take-away for visiting buyers
and their agents. These professionally designed brochures leave a lasting
impression and often lead to repeat viewings.  

24-Hour Online Ads
Your property details and images are immediately uploaded to all the
major advertising sites, such as Kijiji and F.B. Marketplace. Rest assured,
your home is visible wherever buyers are looking. 

Print Marketing
In most cases, we distribute ‘Just Listed’ cards in your area to let your
neighbours know that your property is for sale. It’s just one more way we
widen the net to get your property the best possible exposure. Who
knows who might end up buying your home?  

Complimentary Home Staging Consultation
Studies suggest staged homes sell faster and attract more money, in a
changing marketplace, a staged home can make the difference between
selling your home or not. Staging can be as simple as removing some
clutter or as detailed as redesigning or refurnishing rooms. The choice is
yours and our home-staging professionals will provide you with a
complimentary recommendation list that will create maximum buyer
appeal for your home. 

Social Media Campaigning 
We actively maintain Instagram and Facebook pages, Twitter, Pinterest
and LinkedIn. Check us out. Your home will be everywhere!



In preparation for listing your home, you will need
to gather up a few things: 

A copy of your survey (if applicable)

Your most recent annual property tax assessment

The average cost of utilities (electricity, hydro, water)

The age of your home

Details of recent improvements or renovations

A list of items you would like to exclude from the sale

Pictures of seasonal features (i.e. gardens in bloom)

A list of any easements or right-of-ways

Receipts and warranties for recent home improvements

“10 Best Features of Your Home” Worksheet 

Other relevant information (any upgrades, copy of floor plans,
builder plans and/or model name)

For condominium owners:
Maintenance fees and a list of maintenance/fee inclusions

Parking and locker numbers

Pass key to the building

Status Certificate (if available)

A list of by-laws and restrictions



NOTES:





/teamreynoldsrealestate

@teamreynoldsrealestate

@dealsindreams

www.reynoldsrealestate.cawww.reynoldsrealestate.cawww.reynoldsrealestate.ca

Mat Reynolds
705-768-2942
mat@reynoldsrealestate.ca

*Not intended to solicit those under contract

Julianne Reynolds
705-868-8812
julianne@reynoldsrealestate.ca

Amanda Townsend
705-875-0728
amanda@reynoldsrealestate.ca

Jason Reynolds
705-768-4529
jason@reynoldsrealestate.ca


